
Board Meeting 
Minutes of the Board meeting held on Thursday 9 July 2020 via 
Video Conference 

Present Emma Howard Boyd 
James Bevan  
Richard Macdonald 
Gill Weeks 
Robert Gould 
John Varley 
John Lelliott 
Lynne Frostick 
Maria Adebowale-
Schwarte 

Chair  
Chief Executive  
Deputy Chair  
Board Members 

(Items 1-4, 6-14) 

In 
attendance 

Guests 

Toby Willison 
Harvey Bradshaw 

John Curtin 
John Leyland 
Peter Kellett 
Pat Bolster 
Anna Burns 

Jon Baker 
Ed Telford 

Kathryn McDonald 

Minister Rebecca Pow MP 
Hannah Sampson 

Executive Director, Operations 
Executive Director, Environment & 
Business 
Executive Director, FCRM  
Chief of Staff  
Director of Legal Services  
Director of Finance  
Deputy Director, Governance and  
Engagement  
Communications Manager (Items 9-14) 
Governance and Engagement 
Manager 
Senior Board Governance Adviser 

Senior Private Secretary 

Item 1  Apologies for absence 

1.1 The Board noted apologies from Judith Batchelar and Caroline Mason.  
It was noted that John Varley would need to step out of the meeting 
between 10.00-10.45am. 

1.2 It was noted that Jon Baker would join the meeting at 11.30am. 

Item 2 Declarations of Interest 

2.1 Maria Adebowale-Schwarte noted she had joined the Future Parks 
Board and agreed to update her written declaration accordingly.  

2.2 There were no further declarations of interest raised. 

Item 3  Minutes of the Board Meetings and matters arising 



3.1 The Board approved the minutes of the meetings held on 21 May and 6 
July 2020 and noted the action updates.  

3.2 John Lelliott advised the Board that the review of the Tilbury Dual 
Function Lock Gates project may be delayed to the September Audit and 
Risk Assurance Committee meeting to allow additional time to review the 
annual report and accounts at the July meeting.  

Item 4 Coronavirus – Restart update 

4.1 James Bevan advised the Board of the latest progress by the 
Coronavirus Restart programme team. He noted that that organisation 
had formally closed down the Coronavirus incident response 
arrangements this week. The programme team would continue to 
manage restart of activities including remaining outdoor and regulation 
activities, and the phased re-opening of offices and depots.  

4.2 Executive Directors noted to the Board some of the successes for the 
organisation during lockdown, which included the issue of 18 Regulatory 
Position Statements and progress towards the organisation’s net zero 
aspirations – among other activities.   

4.3 The Board noted the organisation was continuing to support the wider 
national response by testing and monitoring waste water for 
Coronavirus, and provision of colleagues to the Government Science 
Office.  

4.4 The Board noted there was ongoing engagement with trade unions. 
Unions had offered input to temporary policies, and were being 
consulted on the restart of activities.  

4.5 Peter Kellett updated the Board on the ongoing challenge to progressing 
our regulation and enforcement activities whilst keeping colleagues safe. 
In every area of our operation we are managing additional legal and 
reputational risks due to the lockdown. For example, some Court and 
Tribunal activities are progressing well virtually, but others like complex 
trials are being delayed indefinitely.  

4.6 The Board were briefed on preparations for a potential second peak of 
Coronavirus cases and the potential for a return to lockdown. Areas 
would manage local lockdowns, as was the case in East Midlands in 
response to the Leicester lockdown, and the organisation remained well 
prepared for this situation.  

4.7 The Board expressed their thanks to the executive for navigating the 
organisation through this difficult period. The Board also expressed their 
thanks to all colleagues for their ongoing hard work in turbulent times, 
and noted that employees should be reminded to rest over the summer 
where possible.  
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Item 5 Schemes of Delegation and Finance Update 

Finance Update 
5.1 Pat Bolster updated the Board on the latest financial position. He noted 

that current year’s billed income received was £90m, in comparison with 
£119m at this point last year.  The Board noted that credit control activity 
had been paused through the first quarter due to the Coronavirus 
pandemic’s impact on businesses and would resume at the end of the 
month.  

5.2 The Board welcomed the regular reporting and requested it continue. 

Financial Scheme of Delegation 
5.3 The Board noted the items listed in the paper. 

5.4 The Board discussed the change to section C4 to increase purchasing 
card limits, covered by the paper 5.2.1.  Emma Howard Boyd and John 
Lelliott (Chair of Audit and Risk Assurance Committee, ARAC) noted 
they supported the change. John Lelliott informed the Board that he had 
requested a quarterly report to ARAC from Internal Audit of the results of 
sample checking of higher value transactions to provide assurance that 
appropriate controls were in place to manage fraud risk.  

Arun Internal Drainage Board Annual Report and Accounts 
5.5 The Board as the formal constituted Board of the River Arun Internal 

Drainage District reviewed and approved the annual governance 
statement for the year to 31 March 2020, and authorised the Chair to 
sign the governance statement.  

5.6 The Board additionally reviewed and approved the financial statements 
for the year to 31 March 2020, and authorised the Executive Director of 
FCRM to sign those accounting statements as the responsible financial 
officer.  

Item 6 2019/20 Q4 Corporate Scorecard 

6.1 Pat Bolster presented the Q4 Corporate Scorecard, and advised the 
Board that performance against targets had been impacted by the two 
major flood incidents in the year.  The Coronavirus pandemic had not 
had a significant impact on performance in 2019/20, but had caused a 
lag in data collection. 

6.2 James Bevan advised the Board that the Executive Directors’ Team 
(EDT) had reviewed the report in depth and were satisfied it was an 
authentic representation of results in a context of setting stretching 
targets, with EDT concluding that the final scorecard reflected the right 
prioritisation decisions in the year as a result of major incidents.  

6.3 The Board discussed metric 2 EA 8: we successfully influence planning 
decisions by local authorities. It was noted that the outturn did not reflect 
the extensive work of local planning teams in building relationships with 
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Local Authorities. The Board noted concerns that the Environment 
Agency may be subject to increased pressure to support planning 
decision making despite ongoing funding challenges.  EDT has 
previously noted there remains a significant risk of Environment Agency 
advice not always being followed. A process is in place to review these 
situations on a case by case basis and seek further and escalation if 
required.  

6.4 The Board noted the actions reported in the Q4 Corporate Scorecard.  
The 2020/21 Corporate Scorecard was noted, this had been previously 
endorsed by the Board by correspondence.  

Item 7 Environment Agency 2019/20 Draft Annual Report and Accounts 

7.1 Pat Bolster presented the draft Environment Agency annual report and 
accounts (ARA),  and noted that John Lelliott as Chair of ARAC would 
carry out a detailed review alongside the National Audit Office (NAO).  

7.2 Pat advised the Board that the timeline for the production of the ARA, its 
audit by the NAO and its approval had been delayed by the Coronavirus 
pandemic. An issue had very recently arisen impacting the timeline for 
completing the audit of, and approving the Environment Agency Pension 
Fund (EAPF) annual report and accounts. The Pensions Committee 
would receive a further briefing on this matter at its meeting on 15 July 
2020. In addition further work would be needed in order to address an 
audit issue regarding fixed asset valuation in the Environment Agency 
ARA. 

7.3 The Board noted its thanks to all those involved for work on the annual 
report and accounts to date. It was noted that improvements to 
presentation had made a positive impact.   

7.4 The Board noted the schedule for preparation and signing of the annual 
report and accounts would need to change as the audits of both the 
EAPF ARA and the Environment Agency ARA would not be completed 
by the ARAC meeting on 30 July 2020. Richard Macdonald volunteered 
to carry out a detailed review in addition to John Lelliott.  

7.5 It was agreed to delegate final approval of the annual report and 
accounts, covering both the Environment Agency ARA and the EAPF 
ARA, to John Lelliott (Chair of ARAC), and James Bevan (Accounting 
Officer) in consultation with Pat Bolster (Director of Finance).   

Item 8 Guest – Minister Rebecca Pow MP 

8.1 Emma Howard Boyd welcomed Minister Pow on behalf of the Board. 

8.2 Minister Pow thanked the Board for the invitation, and expressed her 
thanks to the Environment Agency for its sustained work throughout a 
challenging year of major flooding and the Coronavirus pandemic.  
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8.3 The Board and Minister Pow discussed shared priorities for the future, 
which included a more holistic approach to water management, review of 
environmental regulation, COP26 and the Environment Bill.  

8.4 Minister Pow noted she anticipated the launch of the government flood 
policy and Environment Agency FCRM Strategy imminently.  

8.5 The Board noted its thanks to Minister Pow for joining the meeting. 

Item 9 Reflections on guest session 

9.1 The Board discussed the session with the Minister, agreeing that it had 
been a helpful meeting and positive to have her in attendance.  

Item 10 Future Board meetings 

10.1 Ed Telford introduced the paper and invited Board members to share 
their reflections on current remote meeting arrangements and their views 
about future meetings.   

10.2 Emma Howard Boyd expressed her, and the Board’s, thanks to the 
Board Governance team for its support over recent months. She noted 
team members had remained patient and professional whilst dealing with 
the challenges and limitations of technology and remote meetings.  

10.3 Board members agreed that virtual meetings had been necessary, and 
offered some efficiencies and environmental benefits, but noted that it 
was not a substitute to face to face meetings. 

10.4 The Board agreed October’s annual planning meeting should be face to 
face, as a planning assumption. A final decision would be made nearer 
the time in line with the latest government advice.  

Action: Board Governance team 

10.5 The Board reviewed and endorsed the proposed Board and Committee 
dates for 2021. Lynne Frostick requested an additional FCRM meeting 
be included in the schedule.  

Action: Board Governance team 

Item 11 Board Updates 

Chair’s Update 
11.1 The Board noted the items in the paper. 

11.2 Emma Howard Boyd highlighted she had taken the opportunity to 
promote the work of the Environment Agency at various events during 
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London Green Action Week. This had included the Council for 
Sustainable Business meeting.  

 
11.3 She noted that engagement with the Secretary of State and Ministerial 

team remained ongoing. 
 
 Chief Executive’s Update 
11.4 The Board noted the items in the paper.  
 
11.5 James Bevan noted that the coming months could be challenging for 

colleagues due to ongoing Coronavirus Restart activities and managing 
potential risks towards the end of the EU Exit transition period. 

 
11.6 James updated the Board on the recent government announcement 

regarding centralisation of government communications. The Board 
acknowledged that this would be a difficult period for communications 
colleagues and added their support to the messages from James and 
Executive Directors to those affected.  

 
11.7 The Board briefly discussed section 9 of the paper related to future skills 

and the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) 
programme.  The Board noted that other sectors beyond STEM, such as 
innovation, arts and culture, should also be engaged with in order to 
bring a diverse skills set into the organisation – Maria Adebowale-
Schwarte offered to assist with this. 

Action: John Leyland 
 
 
Item 12 Committee Meetings – oral updates 
 

Environment & Business Committee  
12.1 The Board noted personnel changes at Director level within the 

Environment and Business directorate.  
 
12.2 People & Pay Committee  
 Emma Howard Boyd noted the People and Pay Committee had 

predominantly focussed on preparations for the pay settlement.   
 
 Pensions Committee 
12.3 The Board approved the extension of Ian Brindley and Danielle Ashton 

for a further 3 years as contributing member representatives of the 
Pensions Committee, as per the recommendation of the Pensions 
Committee.   

 
12.4 The Board noted its thanks to the Pensions team for its continued hard 

work through the current challenging circumstances. 
 
 
Item 13 AOB and Date of Next Meeting 
 
  EA2025 - 5 Year Action Plan 
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13.1 Emma Howard Boyd advised the Board that she had approved EA2025, 
the five year action plan, with the delegated authority of the Board as 
agreed on 6 July 2020.  

13.2 The Board noted that today marked the launch of EA2025 and re-
affirmed their support of the plan.  The Board noted their thanks to all 
those involved in production and launch of the plan, in particular to John 
Leyland for his role from inception to delivery.  

FCRM Strategy 
13.3 The Board noted the timings of the launch of the FCRM Strategy and 

affirmed their commitment to its launch before the summer Parliamentary 
recess.  

Date of next meeting 
13.4 The date of the next meeting was noted as 7 & 8 October 2020. 

13.5 The Board agreed to schedule an informal catch up meeting in August, 
and noted the time would be released if there were no emergent issues 
to discuss.  

Action: Board Governance Team 

Item 14 Meeting Review 

14.1 The Board reviewed the meeting. 

The meeting closed at 14.25 
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